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Scien9fic descrip9on:   
The design of biomaterial scaffolds that promote tendon regenera<on requires that the 
collagen assembly mimics the structural and mechanical proper<es of the na<ve <ssue. 
Type I collagen, molecular triple helices, can self-assemble into fibrils of micrometric 
diameter. In tendons, fibrils are organized into a characteris<c bundled hierarchic structure 
exhibi<ng macroscopic waviness. The so-called « crimp » structure is responsible for the 
strongly non-linear elas<c response of tendons at small strains which is believed to have an 
essen<al chock-absorbing func<on. 
In vitro, cylindric threads can be formed via extrusion of a dense collagen solu<on, through a
capillary, into a fibrilla<on bath. The strong shear met in such microfluidic flows tends to 
align fibrils along the capillary axis. At high enough shear rates, a helical instability occurs† 
which leads to a wavy fibril assembly. Although the proof of concept of such a dynamical, 
crimp-like structura<on has been given at the very end of Lise Picaut’s thesis††, it remains to
study in detail the condi<ons of its occurence and to assess the mechanical proper<es of the 
engineered proto-tendons. 

LeR : Genuine mouse tendon viewed in between cross polarizers, at rest (leR panel) and under stretch (right panel) – no<ce the non-linear
stress-strain characteris<c (TB unpublished).
Right : Collagen thread (bar = 300 µm) viewed during the extrusion process in the helical instability regime (leR panel)  and between cross
polarizers (right panel) showing the fibrils alignment and sugges<ng their helical structura<on (Lise Picaut, PhD thesis, unpublished).

† L. Picaut, O. Ronsin, C. Caroli, and T. Baumberger Phys. Rev. Fluids (2017) 
††Lise. Picaut PhD thesis, Sorbonne Université, 2017

Techniques/methods in use:     Microfluidic extrusion bench, rheometry, mechanical trac<on 
tes<ng, op<cal polarized microscopy, second harmonic genera<on microscopy.
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